Stamp Collecting
Month 2020

Stage 3 Classroom Activity Guide
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Science

• The growth and survival of living

things are affected by the physical
conditions of their environment
(ACSSU094)

• Scientific knowledge is used to solve
problems and inform personal and
community decisions (ACSHE100)

• Construct and use and range of

representations, including tables
and graphs, to represent and
describe observations, patterns
or relationships in data using
digital technologies as appropriate
(ACSIS107)

English

• Plan, draft and publish imaginative,

informative and persuasive texts
choosing and experimenting with text
structures, language features, images
and digital resources appropriate to
purpose and audience (ACELY1714)

• Use comprehension strategies to

interpret and analyse information
and ideas comparing content from a
variety of textual sources including
media and digital text (ACELY1713)

Sustainability

• All life forms, including human life, are
connected through ecosystems on
which they depend for their wellbeing
and survival (OI.2)

• Actions for a more sustainable future
require us to explore and understand
environments (OI.7)
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In this year’s project for Stamp Collecting Month 2020 Year 5 and 6 students will work
collaboratively to propose a solution for a chosen Australian endangered animal.
They will conduct research on this animals’ status, focusing on the risks then animal
currently faces before designing a possible solution that can be used to protect the
animal and preserve its habitat in the future.

How to use this guide:

This project has been designed for groups of students to complete as a collaborative
activity, but may be appropriate for whole classes, pairs or individual learning at home,
depending on class size and student needs. The Main Challenge slide will explain the
challenge in detail and show you how to structure your learning with the five stages
of the Design Thinking process. The Supporting Activities slides provide suggestions
for how to integrate cross curriculum priorities to add depth and richness to students’
learning around Endangered Animals. The Extension Task slide is a suggestion for how
to provide further opportunities for students to engage with the theme outside of the
classroom and to connect with the community through letter writing.

Learning
Intentions
Students will:

• Identify some endangered

species of animals living in
Australia
• Identify and discuss
possible threats to native
animals
• Offer possible solutions
for protection and
conservation of native
animals and their habitats

Main Chall
enge
Coordinate and host an Australian
Wildlife Recovery Expo at your
school
Research one animal featured on the Wildlife Recovery stamp
collection for Stamp Collection Month 2020 focusing on the risks
it is currently facing and the threats to its natural habitat. Propose
possible solutions for protecting and conserving this animal and its
habitat and hold an Australian Wildlife Recovery Expo at your school
to share ideas and promote awareness.
Consider ways to use the expo to raise
funds for a local wildlife protection
organisation.

Main Chall
enge
Structuring your project

Your Australian Wildlife Recovery Expo will need to
showcase the 5 areas of your project:

• Conserve, Protect, Research:

Demonstrate deep research into the animal you have
chosen, focusing on the risks it faces and the threats to
its survival and habitat.

• Solutions in Focus:

Present possible designed solutions to the identified
threats and risks to the chosen animal.
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• ‘Save our Wildlife’ Action Plan:

Propose a step-by-step action plan for minimising
threats and preserving and protecting the animal.

• Wildlife in the Spotlight:

Display artwork that has been inspired by your
chosen animal.

• Fundraiser:

Nominate a local wildlife protection organisation,
invite them to your Expo and consider a way in which
your Expo could be a fundraiser for them.
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Creating a Digital Design Portfolio and Class Page
If students are working remotely, use a collaboration platform like Weebly, Seesaw or Google Classroom
to share ideas, present research and artwork. This also enables teachers to give quality, explicit
feedback that students can understand and use to improve their presentation.

Planning a Virtual Event

Consider:
• Compelling messages and relevant research

• A unique community experience that links
fundraising events.

• Incorporating video and interactive activities

Student/Teacher Webinar Panel

Use a platform such as Zoom to organise a student
Webinar panel moderated by a teacher that
presents the reasons to protect and conserve a
particular animal under threat. Promote across the
school community and link to school fundraising
opportunities.

Main Chall
enge
Share your project!

We’d love to see your projects and solutions for how best to
support Australia’s endangered animals, and see how well your
Expo was organised and executed!
Share some photos with us over email and send copies to your
pen pal to get their thoughts and feedback.
You might even want to publish your projects to your school
website or invite some community leaders, families and animal
experts to your Expo.

Supporting
Activities
Host a Podcast!

Listen to the Chasing Tales podcast where host Noreen Mir
chats to experts about endangered species in her country, Hong
Kong.
Write and produce your own podcast episode using a recording
technology like Garageband, to discuss each of the chosen
species of endangered wildlife. Role play as experts interviewed
by the host or contact and invite real experts to participate.
Publish your podcast on a streaming site or on your school
website.
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Report or Animate

Create a learning resource for younger students about your
chosen endangered species by creating a short animation or
children’s news bulletin about its life and threats to its survival
using technology such as Toontastic and Doink Greenscreen.
Include calls to action for your viewers to encourage them with
ideas to get involved in conserving Australia’s land and protect
native animals.

Supporting
Activities
Disappearing Habitats

In your Physical Education session, use hoops on the floor to
represent native habitats in Australia.
As native animals, move around the habitats to music a small
group of ‘introduced animals’ slowly remove the hoops. When
the music stops the native animals must safely find a habitat.
Each time a native animal is left without a habitat they become
part of the introduced animals group until there is a solo
winner. Use this game to introduce the concept of disappearing
habitats and introduced species.
Consider what threats your chosen
animals might face in the future.
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Animals in Indigenous
literature

As a class, read the story of The Little Corroboree Frog by
Tracey Holton-Ramirez. Discuss the themes in the story such as
the idea that something so small can have such a huge impact
on its ecosystem.
Explore native animals are represented in Indigenous literature.
What can we learn about the relationship between Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander People and native animals and
connection to Country?

Extension
Task
Media in Action

Embrace the role of journalist and editor as your class creates
a short magazine focused on Australian Endangered Wildlife.
Write to important community leaders for their quotes and
action plans around protecting native species and conserving
the land.
Invite students to illustrate, photograph, write articles and
create a puzzle page for the class magazine and post it to a
community leader to gain their thoughts and feedback.
For more support on teaching the skills of letter writing and for
relevant templates go to auspost.com.au/penpalclub

